MEMO on UNHAS operations’ Rebranding Process

To: All Humanitarian Users, UNHAS-Yemen

In coordination with WFP’s rebranding exercise, WFP Global Aviation Service has successfully concluded a long process of standardization of number of UNHAS templates for use across operations.

As a common service managed by WFP on behalf of the entire humanitarian community, appropriate and uniform visual identities across all UNHAS operations will promote brand recognition while reinforcing the brand value for our service.

This rebranding phase will include most of UNHAS operations’ forms, and all UNHAS field operations should adopt the following templates to ensure standardization:

- Passenger Booking Request. Previously known as PMR
- Organization signatory introduction form (focal point assignment form)
- Medical evacuation request form.
- Excess weight & Cargo form

The above-mentioned forms are attached to this email and should be adopted effective 01- JUN-2019.
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